Unit 001 Working safely in an engineering environment

Level: 2
Credit value: 5
NDAQ number: 500/9514/6

Unit aim
This unit covers the skills and knowledge needed to prove the competences required to work safely in an engineering environment. It will prepare the learner for entry into the engineering or manufacturing sectors, creating a progression between education and employment, or it will act as a basis for the development of additional skills and occupational competences in the working environment. It covers carrying out the learner’s work activities in accordance with instructions and by the use of safe working practices and procedures.

The learner will be required to comply with all relevant regulations that apply to their area of work, as well as their general responsibilities as defined in the Health and Safety at Work Act. The learner must be able to identify the relevant qualified first aiders or appointed person, and know the location of the first aid facilities. The learner will have an understanding of the procedures to be adopted in the case of accidents involving injury, and in situations where there are dangerous occurrences or hazardous malfunctions of equipment, processes or machinery. The learner will also need to be fully conversant with the organisation’s procedures for fire alerts and for the evacuation of premises.

The learner will be required to identify hazardous situations, equipment, materials or conditions, and know how to take appropriate action to eliminate/minimise the risks to life, property and the environment within their immediate work surroundings. As part of hazard control, the learner will be required to recognise the hazards in the engineering environment in which they work, and to have an appreciation of the risk involved with those hazards and the precautions they can take to lower the risk of injury or damage to plant and equipment. Whilst working in the engineering environment, the learner will be required to note and report any changes in the work area or process that may affect their own safety or the safety of others.

The learner will be expected to dress, behave and maintain the workplace in a manner that is acceptable to the organisation in which they work and the type of activities being carried out. This will require the learner to observe all relevant statutory and organisation regulations, and to comply with codes of good practice and safe working procedures at all times.

The learner’s responsibilities will require them to comply with organisational policy and procedures for the activities undertaken. The learner will need to take account of any potential difficulties or problems that may arise with the activities, and to seek appropriate help and advice in determining and implementing a suitable solution. The learner will work under a high level of supervision, whilst taking responsibility for their own actions and for the quality and accuracy of the work that they carry out.

The learner’s knowledge will provide a good understanding of their work, and will provide an informed approach to working safely in an engineering environment. The learner will understand the safety requirements and their application, to the required depth to provide a sound basis for carrying out their activities safely and correctly.
Learning outcomes
There are two learning outcomes to this unit. The learner will be able to:
1. Work safely in an engineering environment
2. Know how to work safely in an engineering environment.

Guided learning hours
It is recommended that 33 hours should be allocated for this unit, although patterns of delivery are likely to vary.

Details of the relationship between the unit and relevant national standards
This unit has been derived from national occupational standard Performing Engineering Operations Unit No. 01: Working safely in an engineering environment (Suite 2)

Support of the unit by a sector or other appropriate body
This unit is endorsed by Semta.

Assessment
This unit must be assessed in a work environment and must be assessed in accordance with the ‘Common Requirements for National Vocational Qualifications (NVQ) in the QCF’ which can be downloaded from Semta’s website:
http://www.semta.org.uk/training_providers__awarding/national_occupational_standard/qca_assessment_requirements.aspx

Additional assessment requirements have been published by Semta. These additional assessment requirements are set down in Semta’s Performing Engineering Operations Level 2 unit assessment strategy which can be downloaded from Semta’s website:
http://www.semta.org.uk/training_providers__awarding/national_occupational_standard/qca_assessment_requirements.aspx
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Outcome 1 Work safely in an engineering environment

Assessment Criteria

Practical skills
The learner will be able to:
1. comply with their duties and obligations as defined in the health and safety at work act (hasawa)

2. demonstrate their understanding of their duties and obligations to health and safety by carrying out all of the following:
   - applying in principle their duties and responsibilities as an individual under the health and safety at work act and other relevant current legislation
   - identifying, within their working environment, appropriate sources of information and guidance on health and safety issues, to include:
     - eye protection and personal protective equipment
     - COSHH regulations
     - risk assessments
   - identifying the warning signs and labels of the main groups of hazardous or dangerous substances
   - complying at all times with the appropriate statutory regulations and specific regulations relevant to their work.

3. apply safe working practices and procedures at all times

4. apply safe working practices in an engineering environment, to include all of the following:
   - present themselves in the workplace suitably dressed/prepared for the activities to be undertaken
   - observe personal protection and hygiene procedures at all times
   - act in a responsible manner at all times within the working environment
   - maintain a tidy workplace, with exits and gangways free from obstructions
   - use tools and equipment safely and only for the purpose intended
   - carry out their work activities in accordance with legal requirements and the organisations safety policies
   - take measures to protect others from harm resulting from any work that they are carrying out

5. follow organisational accident and emergency procedures

6. comply with all emergency requirements, to include:
   - identifying the appropriate qualified first aiders or appointed person, and the location of first aid facilities
   - identifying the procedures to be followed in the event of injury to themselves or others
   - following organisational procedures in the event of fire/fire drills and for the evacuation of premises/work area
   - identifying and using the procedures to be followed in the event of dangerous occurrences or hazardous malfunctions of equipment, processes or machinery

7. recognise and control hazards in the workplace to minimise risks

8. identify the hazards and risks that are associated with all of the following:
   - their working environment (such as working at height, in confined spaces, hot work)
• the tools and equipment that they use (such as machines, power tools, cutting tools)
• materials and substances that they use (such as cutting fluids/oils, hydraulic fluids, fluxes)
• using working practices that do not follow laid-down procedures

9. use correct manual lifting and carrying techniques

10. demonstrate the following methods of manual lifting and carrying techniques:
   • lifting alone
   • plus one more of the following:
     • with assistance of others
     • with mechanical assistance
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Outcome 2 Know how to work safely in an engineering environment

Assessment Criteria

Underpinning knowledge
The learner will be able to:

1. describe the roles and responsibilities of themselves and others under the health and safety at work act and other current legislation (such as the management of health and safety at work regulations; workplace health and safety and welfare regulations; personal protective equipment at work regulations; manual handling operations regulations; provision and use of work equipment regulations; display screen at work regulations, reporting of injuries, diseases and dangerous occurrences regulations)
2. describe the specific regulations and safe working practices and procedures that apply to their work activities (such as the electricity at work regulations, woodworking regulations)
3. describe the warning signs for the main groups of hazardous substances defined by classification, packaging and labelling of dangerous substances regulations
4. explain how to locate relevant health and safety information for their tasks, and the sources of expert assistance when help is needed
5. explain what constitutes a hazard in the workplace (such as moving parts of machinery, electricity, slippery and uneven surfaces, dust and fumes, handling and transporting, contaminants and irritants, material ejection, fire, working at height, environment, pressure/stored energy systems, volatile or toxic materials, unshielded processes)
6. describe their responsibilities for dealing with hazards and reducing risks in the workplace (such as hazard spotting and safety inspections; the use of hazard check lists, carrying out risk assessments, COSHH assessments and safe systems of working)
7. describe the risks associated with their working environment (such as the tools, materials and equipment that they use, spillages of oil and chemicals, not reporting accidental breakages of tools or equipment and not following laid-down working practices and procedures)
8. describe the sources of information for safety (such as local work procedures, codes of practice or guidance, the severity of the accident or injury that the hazard may cause)
9. describe the control measures that can be used to eliminate/reduce the hazard (such as lock-off and permit to work procedures, provision of safe access and egress, use of guards and fume extraction equipment, use of personal protective equipment)
10. describe the first aid facilities that exist within their work area and within the organisation in general, and the procedures to be followed in the case of accidents involving injury
11. explain what constitute dangerous occurrences and hazardous malfunctions, and why these must be reported even if no-one was injured
12. describe the procedures for sounding the emergency alarms, evacuation procedures and escape routes to be used, and the need to report their presence at the appropriate assembly point
13. describe the organisational policy with regard to fire fighting procedures; the common causes of fire and what they can do to help prevent them
14. describe the personal protective equipment (ppe) and protective clothing that is available for their areas of activity
15. describe the need to observe personal protection and hygiene procedures at all times (such as skin care (barrier creams, gloves); eye protection (safety glasses, goggles, full face masks); hearing protection (ear plugs, ear defenders); respiratory protection (fume extraction, face masks, breathing apparatus; head protection (caps with hair restraints, protective helmets); foot protection (safety footwear); dangers of ingestion and the importance of washing hands)

16. explain how to act responsibly within the working environment (such as observing restricted area notices, complying with warning signs, walking not running, using equipment only for its intended purpose, not interfering with equipment or process that are not within their job role, following approved safety procedures at all times)

17. describe the methods of manually handling and moving loads (such as pushing, pulling, levering); how to lift and carry loads safely and correctly (such as from ground level, waist high, overhead, reaching over); and the manual and mechanical lifting and moving aids available

18. describe good housekeeping arrangements (such as maintaining cleanliness of their work area; removal of waste materials; storage of materials, tools and equipment and products; maintenance of access and egress (such as clear walkways, emergency exits))

19. explain when to act on their own initiative and when to seek help and advice from others

20. explain to whom they should report in the event of problems that they cannot resolve.